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Introduction 

All Orochen people I knew in Zabaikal’e hold fire (O. toho) with special respect.  Making and 

maintaining a fire is the most important everyday activity in the taiga.  In addition to cooking 

and heating, almost all hunters and herders daily activities in the camp take place around fire. 

Hunters and herders skin fur animals, tan hides and repair gear in the light provided by the 

flame of fire in camps. Fire and smoke is used in hunting and reindeer herding as well as for 

ritual needs. Fire also plays a crucial role in environmental management by local herders and 

hunters and by forestry departments of the Zabaikal’e. Burned patches rapidly recover after 

the long winter and therefore attract wild and domesticated animals to graze. Therefore, fire 

can be seen not only as damaging to the landscape but also as keeping balance and restoring 

new life.  

 

My report presents an ethnographic summary of hunters and herders knowledge and use of 

fire. It will contextualize Orochen people philosophies and symbolic interpretations of fire as 

an important spiritual actor in everyday rites. The report is based on ethnographic fieldwork 

that was conducted among hunters and reindeer herders living in the Upper Vitim River 

valley, Zabaikal’e (Tungokochen district, Baunt district), Russia. Ethnographic data presented 

in this report is a result of my own involvement through participant observation.  
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Symbolic interpretation of fire 

The relationship between hunters and herders and fire can be seen in many ways. People have 

special behavioral codes that are attributed to fire. There are special prohibitions involving 

fire that elders explicitly teach younger hunters.  For example, it is said that it is not 

appropriate to spit on the fire. It is also a “sin” to move firewood with a sharp object, 

especially a knife. It is also wrong to urinate on, or say any bad words about fire. The fire is 

perceived as “a non human being” and this was reflected in stories told to me by elders.  

Chilchagir clan Orochen Gelton Ivanovich Aruniev from Tungokochen village told me a very 

illustrative story which reveals the Orochen perception of fire: 

 

Orochen say that fire has a spirit that is very similar to that of humans. A couple 

of Orochen women were sitting around the fire at night, softening skin, when 

suddenly the fire started to make noises and shoot out sparks. One woman got 

angry at the fire, grabbed her stick and hit the fire with it. It became silent, but 

after some time the women noticed a wounded person lying on the ground. 

There was no more light and warmth in the diukiia (tent). The women got very 

upset and scared andasked for a shaman to help them. It took many days and 

attempts for the shaman to revive the fire again.  

 

The fire is always given the first spoonful of soup, meat or tea before each meal. Such sharing 

is usually done by the person who is cooks the meal. When food is shared hunters also put a 

piece of the meal from their own bowl on burning firewood. This is conducted in any place on 

the taiga or village and it is done by almost all people of Zabaikal’e north.  
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During an ungulate hunting trip organized by Orochen Aleksei Aruneev from Tungokochen 

village, fire was always being fed by everyone who took part in hunting.  Such feeding can be 

done before hunters leave for a hunting trip and people feed fire with a piece of flesh after a 

successful hunt.  A successful hunter usually gives pieces of flesh from various parts of the 

animals’ carcasses to the fire as soon as he returns to camp. In this context, the fire is fed in 

thanks for a successful hunt. If a kill is not transported to the hunting camp, then it is 

butchered and left on a specially made platform (O. delken, R. labaz,) made near the killing 

site, and meat is covered with birch bark (O. talu) in the autumn when nights are quite cold. 

However, hunters always bring a piece of meat from the kill site to the camp for a supper, 

usually the liver, kidney or tongue. Orochen hunters have a habit of taking  just a minimal 

amount of food on the hunting trip such as soda bread (O. kiltera) or Orochen home cooked 

bannocks (O. uvon), sugar, tea, some macaroni and a piece of meat for a first day. Orochen 

hunters and dogs always hunt with empty stomachs; therefore, bringing back fresh meat is 

always an important event to “celebrate” 1, for both humans and dogs. Fire is seen as both a 

participating actor and a recipient of offerings in these celebrations. 

 

I took part in many hunting trips led by Aleksei Aruneev. Aleksei descend from the famous 

reindeer herding and hunting Zhumaneev family of the Kindygyr clan. I had a chance to 

observe the rites that he performed before and after successful hunts in Orochen territories in 

the Vitim and Karenga river basins (Tungokochen district). When Orochen hunt they usually 

talk very little about hunting and animals. They do not talk much more after the hunt. I 

noticed that words are said when something important needs to be said. Aleksei, like most 

                                                 
1 The Orochen habit of hunting  without extra food also relates to the broader understanding of hunting luck 
“kutu”. By having an empty stomach a hunter shows that he lacks food and that he is waiting for spirits to give 
him a chance.  
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Orochen hunters, did not like to say extra words while hunting.2 However, one autumn night 

he returned to the hunting camp near Kontala River (Vitim River inflow)with a liver, kidneys 

and heart under his belt to the hunting camp after having shot a roe (R. koza, O. givchan). He 

gave a piece of each organ to the fire while saying “buga gave to us, now we are treating you 

buga”. Hunters sometimes also say other wishes out loud when they are feeding the fire. 

Hence, fire is often perceived as conduit to feed the spirits.  Kolia Aruneev a Tungokochen 

reindeer herder used to say ‘kundulo toho”, which means “I host you, fire”. Such “sharing” 

with a fire is also performed before the hunt as well. Even direct requests such as “give me an 

animal” or “give me hunting luck” are said out loud. According to Ania Semirekonova an 

elder from Mongoi village, it is important at least to say things in one’s mind when one makes 

offerings. When feeding the fire hunters mention different spiritual beings such as khoziain 

(O. odiun, E. master) of particular geographical site, wild animals or the sky (O. buga), as 

well as other sentient beings that called burkan.3   

 

When people cook food in a canvas tent or log house on an iron stove, the doors of the stove 

are opened and fire is fed daily. It is believed that food is shared with khoziain (master) of that 

particular camp site and the same rites honoring khoziain are performed in wooden houses. 

Social activities  such as drinking vodka in a hut or in the village are always preceded by the 

first glass of drink being offered to the fire to comfort the spiritual masters that rule particular 

                                                 
2Orochen hunters believe that spoken words have the power (O. chinang) to influence the world. Nikolai 
Aruneev a Tungokochen reindeer herder told me that bad words said in the village about herders always make 
predators come into reindeer herder’s area. Hence, spoken words can negatively change people’s planned events. 
In addition, hunters do not talk about hunted animals, because they believe that animals can understand human 
speech and understand their plans. Then animals will hide and the hunter will not succeed finding him. 
Therefore, Orochen often use different words when they talk about animals: instead of moose they can say 
“liver” or “squirrel”. Herders talk with a special reverance and use other names. For example, for wolf instead of 
saying changa (wolf), Orochen use irgichy which means “with a tail” (R. hvostatyi). 
3 Orochen believe that most aspects of life depend on their interactions with khoziain (O. odiun, E. master) of 
particular places that rules particular valleys, hills or rocks. Person can become khoziain when he has long term 
interactions with a particular place and with spirits through offerings. By dwelling in the area he becomes co-
master with spiritual beings. However, it can only be temporary success, since a hunter having hunting luck 
always risk becoming prey himself. Burkan is a Buriat language word used by Orochen for sacred sites as well 
for as God. People use a variety of words to describe spiritual beings.  
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area. If hunters stay overnight in another, or in deceased person’s for a night other person’s 

log house on the taiga, then feeding the “master” (that can be spirit of deceased person) plays 

an important role in legitimizing the overnight stay. Such way of asking for permission also 

can guarantee a peaceful night for hunters. Such a habit is known not only known among 

Orochen, but is also very widespread among all Zabaikal’e village people, including 

Russians.  

 

When a hunter loses his hunting luck (O. kutu) he often performs rites asking the spirits that 

are in charge of different geographical places to help him in the hunt. Fire is conduit for 

offerings to a master of a particular valley as well as to a master of animals. Through these 

rites of feeding the fire a person establishes his own relationship with particular khoziain of 

the place, and in this way partakes in the power of mastery himself. Since the spirit of fire is 

often considered as a khoziain of kin or family, the lighting of a fire in an old hearth by a 

stranger can cause all kinds of troubles for him.  Hence, Tungokochen and Ust’ Karenga 

village hunters and herders never start fires in the fireplaces of other reindeer herder or hunter, 

whether the other person (master) is alive or not. It is believed that a fireplace has “power” 

relating to the khoziain and can be harmful to others. Many hunters’ stories tell of when they 

have disturbed khoziain by using another fireplace and were visited by a ghost (O. arik) and 

even lost their hunting luck.  

 

By feeding the fire, people communicate with the “master/ruler of animals” and maintain a 

good relationship with the animals. Prosperous Tungokochen reindeer herder and hunter 

Orochen Nikolai Aruneev who owns 500 head of reindeer always used to set up a fire when a 

domesticated reindeer (oron) was killed. Kolia Aruneev used to burn pieces cut from different 

parts of animals as offerings while butchering it at the kill site. He said that fire is important 
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in dealing properly with reindeer and trying not to offend them.4  Later, parts of intestines are 

burned in the fireplace since they are not eaten by dogs when the killing and fleshing site is 

cleaned. Usually they are burned in a large 

pile of semi-digested moss (O. anka, R. 

iagel) that is usually found in reindeer 

stomach. Kolia used to keep saying not to 

give domesticated reindeer bones (O. 

giramda) to dogs either but to burn them as 

well. Small and sharp bones are also burned 

to avoid hurting reindeer right after meat is 

eaten from it, while bigger bones are left on 

an open platform (O. delken) in a relatively 

isolated place up to 2 km from camp. 

Orochen hunter Gena Dushinov  

from Tungokochen village says that it 

                                                                                is important to a fire burning at kill sites of 

wild animals as well. Hunters usually burn the parts of animals that are “magically” 

dangerous to dogs. Among such parts are the trachea of moose (O. boiun), and the heart of 

lynx (O. sekalan). These parts, if not burned, are hung high in a tree, so that dogs can not 

reach them. Aleksei Aruneev told me many times that some parts of animals can harm a dog’s 

ability to hunt by hurting his sense of smell or his ability to run fast.  

Nikolai Aruneev burning fire at reindeer kill site 
in Bugarikhta River summer camp.  

 

Tungokochen elder Gelton Aruniev always lights a fire as soon as a bear (O. amikan) is 

killed. Aruniev said that hunters must respect the bear and wait as his spirit leaves his body. 

                                                 
4 Reindeer are seen as sentient beings whose life directly relates to Orochen wellbeing. Orochen herders do kill reindeer for 
meat just in very rare cases. They areperfectly adapted to local environment and are mostly used to transport camping gear 
and meat in hunting activities. 
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Bears play a very important role in the cosmological imagination, and in the everyday 

economic interactions of Orochen hunter and herders.5 Hunters do not rush to kill bears, nor 

to skin them. Andrei Malkov from Zelionoe Ozero village told me that elders always set up 

fire and boil tea before bear skinning and butchering. Such a fireplace is made for a bear 

“commemoration” and is sometimes used for divination rites that are done in same way as in 

the human funerals conducted by Orochen hunters of Rossoshino village (Buriatia Republic). 

Pavel Naikanchin from Rossoshino says that hunters try to do divinations (O. daludavi) about 

future luck and for their own destiny by trying to see signs and footprints in hearth ash. 

 

Fire can be also perceived as being that is able to communicate with humans. Anna Taskerova 

from Ust’ Karenga village says that if a person has troubles in hunting, sparks can be 

understood as the fire’s wish to comfort people’s feelings. Chulan Kirilov from Bugunda 

village stated that: “if a person does not know if he is right or wrong, the fire always can tell 

you by making noises in special way”. In such cases Andrey Dogonchin from Karaftit village 

(Buriatiia Republic) said “togo sinkerideran”, which translates as the fire sends you a 

message or the fire is “shamanizing” (the word sinken is connected to powerful objects among 

other groups of Evenki). He told me that for this reason some people will even put dry wood 

on the fire and sit closer to it to try to understand the fire’s “voice”. Sometimes a person will 

tell his troubles to the fire out loud and listen for fire’s “answer”. According to Aleksei 

Aruneev, when sparks shoot onto a person it is a lucky omen (R. fart varozhyt) for a hunting 

trip. At other times Orochen hunters and herders observe fire and its noise to try to understand 

if a particular site is bad or good for long term camping. Fire stands as an assessor of people’s 

actions that confirms or opposes to their choices.  
                                                 
5 The bear is seen as a special animal among taiga inhabitants. Hunters believe that it is the strongest animal on the taiga and 
that it has a huge physical and magical power. Orochen stories reveal that the bear is a “sentient being” whose life somehow 
connects to people’s wellbeing. Hunters often call the bear is the “master of the taiga” itself. It is noticeable that Orochen 
storytelling tradition puts bear as a mediator between animals, humans and spirits. This animal is not hunted by Orochen and 
ia only usually killed when a bear’s activities become dangerous for reindeer herders and their domesticated animals. Hence, 
the hunting of bear is a special event for Orochen. 
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In most Orochen villages, fire is also used to communicate with the buny (deceased human 

spirits) world at funerals.  Tamara Naikanchina, an Orochen woman from Tungokochen 

village, told me that the buny can also foretell people’s futures via marks left in the fireplace. 

Orochen in Tungokochen district (Chita region) as well as in Mongoi and Rossoshino 

(Republic of Buriatia) often burn a fire next to the head of the deceased person when he is on 

the platform on the first funeral night.6 Orochen Nadia Zhumaneev says that only a person 

with knowledge (R. znaiushchii) can do such divination with ashes, since signs can be 

interpreted and seen by just a few people. In Tungokochen village such a rite is performed 

with special firewood from a particular bush (O. maril), which is left burning all night. In the 

morning, Orochen come to look for signs that can be found in the ashes of the fireplace. It is 

believed that the spirit of dead person will leave the site as a particular animal. Therefore, 

Orochen expect that the coal or ash found in hearth will show the track of that animal. There 

are many interpretations of the marks seen in the hearth, but the general idea is that if you see 

paw prints of predators, then a relative from the clan of the deceased person will die or fall ill. 

Tracks of ungulates are considered to be a good sign.  

 

Individual and family success can also be asked for in neo-shamanic rites that are performed 

in powerful places among Orochen. Fire burning plays a very important part of such rituals 

and is a hallmark of Orochen identity. Svetlana Voronina a female Orochen shaman from 

Bagdarin, learned her shamanic healing from Buriat teachers in the Aga Autonomous District. 

She told me that after some initiations she felt the need to use fire in her rites. Since then she 

always jumps over the fire during her shamanic prayer.  

                                                 
6 In Zabaikal’e there is still a strong tradition of setting people’s coffins on a platform made on four tree trunks (O. giramda). 
Though such “laying to rest” was seen as expression of a “bad tone” in Soviet times, today it is legitimized by the local 
administration in Buriatiia. However, it was also practiced in Soviet times on the taiga all over Zabaikal’e and remained till 
the present day in Mongoi village in Buriatiia. Such a way of being buried has strong links to cosmological ideas of life after 
death and is followed by different ritual performances.  
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Svetlana said that while Buriat shamans 

never use fire in their shamanizing. She 

starts all her rituals with feeding the 

fire. Fire plays an important role in 

inviting spirits into ritual action.  All 

Orochen neo-shamanic rites carried out 

when people visit sacred sites and   

                                              perform healing ceremonies are 

followed by feeding the fire. Orochen will only do their offerings for sacred rocks or other 

sentient parts of the landscape after the fire is fed. Vladimir Torgonov from Bagdarin village 

said that “when you pass an important place at the very least burn a fire there and if you are 

boiling tea sprinkle it for a khoziain”.  

Feeding fire in rites performed on Aboriginal day 
celebration. Tungokochen village.  

 

To conclude, fire is at the core of many activities practiced daily by hunters. Orochen rites of 

feeding the fire are directly linked to broader Orochen cosmological understandings of 

hunting luck (O. kutu, R. fart, B. talant) and the concept of “khoziain”. Hence, the hearth is 

the main place where the everyday rituals of reindeer herders and hunters are practiced. Fire 

itself is perceived by Orochen to be a strong spiritual actor. It is respected and appreciated for 

its power and its role in everyday rites.  

 

Fire and activity areas 

Fire making is the first work done in establishing a new camp (O. urikit). Only after the fire is 

made, the location for the diukiia (semi- chum), the canvas tent or dogs shelter will be chosen, 

and shelter (O. kaltamni) will be built. It is important to emphasize, that when Orochens come 

to an old campsite the fireplace is usually chosen in a new place, even though old fireplaces 
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(O. tohokit) can be still seen. When I was hunting in the Ima River basin I saw old fireplaces 

every 30-50 meters along a one kilometer distance of dry and flat site called naminga. As 

Zhenia Naikanchin, a Tungokochen Orochen, told me, his grandfather Fiodor Zhumaneev, a 

herder and hunter, used to camp about 200 meters away from the previous year’s site, 

changed his camping area every year. It is amazing how many fireplaces can be observed in 

the Ima River basin on naminga, because it is popular among herders for camping. Nikolai 

Aruneev, who chooses his camp in the same way, explained to me that that every camp has its 

own spirit and “energy”. Therefore it is best not to camp on the same site twice. This helps to 

prevent reindeer from getting ill and it will improve luck.  

 

There is always more than one fireplace in the camp in any season season.  In winter time, an 

outdoor fire is used for dog food preparation, bread preparation and sometimes soup cooking. 

A slow fire is always 

maintained when dog food is 

being prepared. It took a couple 

of hours to melt ice and produce 

the 30 liters of boiling water 

required to produce food for                               

six hunting dogs in Aruneev-

Zhumaneev’s  reindeer herder  

                                                                                                  winter camp. People always       

Outdoor firepalce in winter camp near Poperechnaia River. Olga 
Zhumaneeva burning moose lips after dog food was cooked. Melted 

snow around the fire delineates aran site. 

spend a big part of their day looking after this fire. The second fire inside the iron stove in the 

tent is used to fry food and boil tea. It is most important to tend the stove all day and part of 

night for warmth. Many activities in winter are located around these sources of light and 

warmth inside the tent, but a fireplace itself does not exist as stable structure of camp 
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architecture.  Orochen herders are more inclined to talk about the area that surrounds the fire 

as “aran”.  Aran means the area of human beings activities connected to fire use but also 

refers to the ground for a chum (O. diukiia). It is the part of the camp area where people spend 

most of their day time doing their kitchen and craft works.  Sables (Baunt O. udia, 

Tungokochen O. niaka), squirrels (O. uluki) and other fur animals are always skinned near the 

main fire. The production of buckskin in winter or spring time also takes place near the main 

fire. Hunters often come back to the camp by the end of the day and therefore tasks such as 

skinning, and the initial tanning are done next to the fire at night time. I found myself 

skinning and tanning animal legs (O. osi, R. kamus) around the fire with others near dusk in 

autumn and winter. 

 

In the summer time fire can burned in

 

ire, 

meat  

n). Additional water 

rovide fresh tea all day. 

 several places as well. One fireplace is used for 

cooking food for people and socializing, while a second 

fireplace is always used for cooking dog food and 

boiling extra water as well as smoking-drying meat (O. 

sirna, R. kukuro). One is located near the shelter and

used till night with the main food and tea being prepared 

there. Food is also consumed sitting next to the f

since again it gives the light and warmth that are 

important even in the summer time in Zabaikal’e where 

evening temperatures can drop to below zero any day of 

the summer. The second fireplace is located where 

is being dried (O. ulderuk lokovu

                                                            is boiled here to p

Boiling extra water under drying meat in 
Bugarikhta River summer camp 
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Starting and maintaining fire 

reparation of wood (O. moho) for a fire. Every morning I 

ng 

 

 

unters and herders usually use dry firewood which does not spark. It must be green larch (O. 

od then 

 fire inside the tent in winter time is started with a small piece of wood called ivalda. There 

r 

One of my camp duties was the p

used to go with another man to find appropriate dry tree. Usually, we used to saw old standi

trees with a hand saw.  Mature dry larch trees were harvested from two sites about 300 meters 

from our long-term winter camp site. As soon as trees were felled we cut them into three or 

four parts, about two meters long each. Logs with a diameter of up to 30 cm and weighting 

about 50 to 70 kg were carried to camp on our shoulders. Every log was brought to a special

wood chopping and sawing site (O. mohokit) and cut by axe into about 30 cm long to fit into 

the handmade iron stove.  Chopping wood requires special skills. As Viktor Mordonov from 

the Taloi river reindeer herders’ camp said, “you should feel the right place to cut and be able

to hit with axe there.  Hence, if you hit it with the axe into right place you can easily split it 

without much effort.”  

 

H

irakta) or dry larch (O. nindun) as both types burn well and give lots of heat. Young wood (O. 

nindukan) is not useful since the sparks can be dangerous. Orochen do not like using birch (O. 

cholban) or pine (O. dzhagda) for fire. They believe that such wood is rich in pitch and can 

harm the health of people and animals. Hunters that do not own reindeer do not value pine 

tree either. They say that pine burns fast and gives little heat. Usually, hunters choose 

camping sites where larch trees are present.  However, if there is a shortage of such wo

pine and birch would be used provided that they were very dry.  

 

A

is also a specially made carved piece of wood called kandavcha for starting a fire when one 

goes out to the toilet at night. When I lived in a canvas tent at the Poperechnaia River reindee
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herder winter camp together with elder Olia Zhumaneeva in one tent, I used to prepare 

kandavcha and ivalda for the iron stove every night. I was taught to choose dry larch wi

any branches. Ivalda is made by chopping sticks about 30 cm long, while kandavcha is made 

from thicker sticks 20 cm in length. Kandavcha is usually heated and carved shavings are left 

curled on the stick. Such a stick with shavings is perfect to use at night time.  I used to start a 

fire using one hand without leaving my sleeping bag. It only takes a couple of minutes to start 

a fire in a canvas tent in the middle of night the when extreme night temperatures in the 

highlands vary from -50 to -60 degrees Celsius in December and January.  

 

thout 

tarting an outdoor fire is usually done with the help of the tiny branches of the larch tree 

elp 

e 

r, 

ith 

rch bark ca ater

 

 is 

S

called batara, or with the h

of dry birch bark called kiva. 

Orochen never use young 

trees as firewood since thos

have the tendency to spark 

and could burn sleeping gea

or the tent or shelter (O. 

kaltamni, R.   balagan). 

Shelters can be covered w

la  ial in summer time, early autumn or 

later spring. As soon as a fire is started in the new camping site the first job is boiling water

for tea. Orochen cut out a long pole and two forked holding legs for the kettle. Such a tool is 

called togan. A wooden tripod called sounang is also used; however, most people use togan 

in Tungokochen district for preparing all kinds of food. This kitchen gear is usually made 

from green wood that is most often birch (O. cholban) to prevent it from burning. The pole

                    
Autumn root elk hunting camp near Omutma River. Togan holding 

soup and burning pile of golon after night. 

lled uklavcha or canvas and plastic m
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up to 3 meters long and is held by two forked legs called choska. Usually one end is pressed 

with a stone (O. dido).  

 

Young trees (O. irkatakashki) are used for outdoor fireplaces in the winter time. Hunters place 

 

unters also cut big trees and make logs (O. golon) 2 meters long for burning during the night 

ove 

. 

rochen categorize trees not only by species, but also by shape and function and there are 

ith 

the ends of 9 to12 sticks of 1.5 to 2 meters long and 15 cm in diameter to form a star.  As the 

ends burn, the hunters push the sticks closer to the center. It is an especially balanced use of 

firewood, since it will not burn quickly and it provides heat for a kettle (O. kolokochan). Iron

stoves are not used in summer time; however, two fireplaces are used outside the dwelling in 

the summer time. One main fireplace is usually held near the bower (O. kaltamni R. balagan) 

and covered with larch bark (O. urokte), while a second one is used for drying meat. 

 

H

in temporary chum- like buildings diukiia or in temporary buildings called kaltamni. These 

logs are allocated in such a way that sleeping people would get most of heat. It is most 

important that such wood burns consistently throughout night the without the need to m

firewood. The type of taiga-style fireplace is called golovun.  In the morning when the 

hunting camp is being left all fireplaces are covered with sand and stones by the hunters

Water is rarely poured on the fires.   

 

O

many Orochen words to reflect thsese varieties of wood. There are words for stumps (O. 

mugdokon), (depending on its size O. diramil- wide stump), fallen trees (O. taking), tree w

hole  (O. chonke), tree with roots (O. nilgo), hollow dry tree (O. kongo), leaning tree (O. 

nengiri), curved tree (O. tokchomo), straight tree (O. mumno). 
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Orochen believe that wood struck by lightening is “shamanic” or powerful. They call such a 

 site 

lavun 

moke  

 used by hunters and hunters to preserve meat and hides among hunters and herders. 

the 

ll 

afely 

tree diungdyrishcha. Such wood was formerly used for “shamanic” needs, to produce drums 

(O. nimngagun) or drum sticks. If people see a hill with many diungdyrishcha they say that it 

might be “special” place. An array of such trees in a particular place indicates a local 

manifestation of local powers. Elders of Zelionoe Ozero village know one such sacred

(Delavun ) very well. It is a special place with stony walls that form a circle that creates a 

special atmosphere for visitors. People know that it is a powerful place from their own 

experiences but more proof of this manifestation of power is the hill standing next to De

where many diungdyrishcha can be found.  

 

S

Smoke is

Buckskin can be also smoked to make it waterproof. While camping, hunters avoid using any 

kind of red wood (O. ilty), which is believed have poisonous smoke and is usually used to 

smoke skins. Smoke is also widely used to herd reindeer and horses. Herders and hunters 

usually build smokey fires so called samning (R. dymokury). Orochen say that without 

samning they would not manage to herd reindeer. Smoke helps to protect reindeer from 

insects that cause trouble for them. Herders even wait for some insects to appear so that it wi

be easier to manage the reindeer herd. Reindeer that are used to samning come to camp to rest 

near the smoke in the daytime when insects are active and because of this there is no need for 

herders to spend days for searching for the scattered herd. Orochen elder Ania Semirekonova 

from Mongoi village told me that reindeer stay with people only because people manage to 

make smoke for them. “When sky (buga) was sending reindeer to the land, Orochens 

prepared soft landing as well as made smoke for reindeer, therefore reindeer landed s
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and stayed to live with Orochen people. However, in some places of the world reindeer fall, 

got hurt and run away.”  

 

Only certain types of wood are used for smoke in samnisal. It can be deadwood (O. irakta) 

that is wet, it can be damaged larch of white color (damaged by fungus) ilty, or it can be green 

growing larch. However, it should be not red colored larch (O. kuchiu), which can harm the 

reindeers’ health.  Wet moss can be added to increase the amount of white smoke. People also 

use smoking to protect themselves and domesticated animals such as horses and dogs from 

insects. Orochen also make smoking fireplaces next to animal kill sites to word off scavengers 

such as wolverine (O. dzenataki), wolf (O. irgichy or changmi), raven (O. kere) or eagle (O. 

kiran).  

 

Special sacred plants (O. senkira, R. chiushachii bagulnik) used for a ritual needs are cleaned 

with smoke. Herders often smoke their personal belongings, reindeer, and themselves in 

special events such as hunting, migration, traveling or encountering spirits or the dead world. 

Herders and hunters say that people make offerings with smoke and clean themselves after 

visits to the village in order to try to escape magical attacks, locally known as “zglaz” and 

“porcha”. It is also important to be cleaned before migrating to new campsite.  

 

Controlled burning 

Orochen herders and hunters of Zabaikal’e live in a specific and unique landscape. The North 

of Zabaikal’e is part of the mountain zone that separates the Central Asiatic Steppe in the 

south from the Siberian Plateau in the North.  Most of the hills are covered with larch forest 

that is mixed with pine and birch. There are also “naked hills” (O. yanil, R. golcy) that are 

over 2000 meters in height  and are usually bare of trees on top. Forests that cover the hills 
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give way to wet lowlands. Many lowlands are covered with bush where, because of 

permanent frost, the soil of lowlands and parts of the taiga do not absorb extra water forming 

a swampy environment.   

 

There are different ecological areas that are burned by hunters and herders. The controlled 

burning of meadows (O. diagdiciucha, R. opalka) is widespread among Zabaikal’e Orochen. 

It is also common practice 

among local villagers who 

prepare hay for cows and 

other animals. Foresters 

also practice controlled 

burning. Such burning 

helps to restore a           

feeding foundation for                         

                                                                                                             animals after a long 

winter. Reindeer herders say that without the burning of special places it would be hard for 

reindeer to survive at all. Controlled burning is done regularly in early spring and autumn and 

it is an important part of hunting and herding ecology. 

Controlled burning of meadows near River Karenga. 

 

Meadows found in between hills (O. ural, R. sopka) or by rivers (O. bira) are very humpy 

because of plant called chiapchiako (R. kochki or scientific osoki). The roots of this plant form 

a hump because of the extra moisture that gathers in a field near slopes. The soil itself is rich in 

minerals since mountain slopes are washed by rain and because of the humps the grass gets the 

most of the sun. This top quality grass growing on the humps consists of the most important 

elements for reindeer in spring time. Orochen call these humpy meadows kever.  These fields 
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are burned every spring and autumn. Hunters usually aim to burn last years grass so that fresh 

grass will grow easily.  

The, first grass stems that grow on 

humps (O. chiapchiako) called 

irgekta, while whole grass leaves 

that grow later are called nergakta. 

Both parts of these plants are an 

important food for reindeer.          

Even in the winter time      

                                                                                                    animals eat the stems of these 

plants, while both leaves and stems are eaten in spring and summer time.  

Burned kever (humpy field) near River Karenga.  

 

Hunters and herders also burn the sides of humpy valleys near inflowing rivers called tovoko.  

They burn kever (humpy field) and maril (field with growing bushes of willow).  Maril is also 

burned with great knowledge. Kolia Aruneev said that some maril must be burned every 5 

years. It is important to leave some maril in the field since it serves as a place where roe deer 

can hide. It also serves as food for many ungulates. Some meadows (O. tayaka) are also rich 

in berries (O. dikta) and fire is directed to burn old berry bushes so that they will be restored. 

Aleksei Aruneev said that if burning is performed carefully, it will promote more berries and 

more food for ungulates. Such burning must be done in the early spring when fire will not 

damage the roots of berry bushes and maril since the land is still wet and frozen. If the field 

has not been burned for couple years it will be covered with young bushes or trees such as 

ash, birch and willow. Allotments (R. piatak), as small as 50 meters in diameter, are even 

burned especially to attract some ungulates in the spring. In such places fresh grass appears 

faster and hunters will hide and wait for animals to come to this allotment.  
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Knowledge of burning practices includes knowledge of the best times to burn. Aleksei 

Aruneev said that “if you follow some specific observations then it doesn’t matter where you 

start burning in the patch; because fire will reach all the grass and will not touch the tree line. 

It is important to start burning as soon as it gets dark and the wind must be not very strong.” 

Then it is much easier to control the fire, since fire is easily seen and the wind is usually quiet 

at night time. It is important for a person to watch over the burning until the end. I was told 

that old Orochen used to wait for some signs to appear in their environment before starting a 

forest fire.7 Knowledge of coming rain or is also snow used to help to start such activities. 

 

Hunters and herders say that kever must be burned for many reasons. Regular burning makes 

the land less humpy to walk in hunting and herding. Also, there will be no extra bushes (O. 

kikchavki) growing, that can be good fuel for catastrophic forest fire.  Therefore, elders say 

that that most forest fires of today are connected with a lack of controlled burning.  

 

Every master of territory must decide when and where he will do controlled burning. 

However, elders complain that some unknowledgeable people burn all maril bushes in their 

hunting territory or burn huge territories and leave some fields neglected.8  Then animals do 

not visit such sites and berry bushes are hardly restored. Moreover, the late season burning of 

meadows can leave land damaged, since the surface is burned and will take a long time to 

regenerate. Forester Nikolai Ulzuev from Usugli village says that the main purpose of burning 

is to burn off everything that is dry after the winter. Burning removes all dry material that 
                                                 
7 Orochen reindeer herders and hunters have special knowledge regarding weather predictions. Weather change 
can be read from ones own feelings in ones body, but also from wind directions, some animals’ behavior, the 
sun, the moon, the clouds and the stars. Weather directly influences the behavior and life patterns of wild 
animals. Therefore, birds, mammals and other living beings serves as informants for future weather predictions. 
Finally, Orochen use divination magic with bones to try to predict future weather.  
8 The burning meadows that are around the log hunting cabins is widely practiced. Hunters in Zabaikal’e often 
express their need to have a view from his living area. I have heard many stories of when the burning of such 
meadows used to burn the log house itself.  
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could cause fires in the summer time. While reindeer herders stress that if domesticated 

reindeer are not grazed in particular areas, forest fires damage the area. Orochen believe that 

reindeer and landscape are therefore closely interconnected.  

 

Forest fire and local knowledge 

When I was traveling in the Tungokochen district I could see that this region has a long 

history of forest fires. There are many forest fire fires that are attributed to “outside 

influence”. I was told many times about careless camping by geologists, falling rockets at the 

time of military training actions, and about forest fires started by “dry lightning”. For these 

reasons foresters say that the Chita district is the worst district in Russia for forest fires.  

 

Even foresters themselves have started to follow Orochen traditions and initiate controlled 

burning every year as part of their professional duties. Local people are also encouraged by 

different forestry management institutions to perform burning and get this encouragement in 

the form of message that is hung on grocery store doors. Usually, announcements with a 

recommendation to start burning areas are hung next to the main shop as soon as the 

appropriate time comes. Forestry department officers usually visit forest for an observation of 

it as well as for burning fields in early spring.  

 

Most people have their own hay and hunting allotments and visit them especially for burning 

patches, while military territories that are under the charge of foresters and are burned by 

foresters.  Despite that, people say that most fires start because of careless burning of 

meadows performed without knowledge. The controlled burning of meadows in later spring 

will often become a forest fire. Later spring is already a dry time and the soil is no longer 
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frozen. Another source of fire is attributed to the active burning of their hay cutting sites done 

by village people in autumn when all the grass and forests are dry. 

 

Another reason for forest fires that is often mentioned by local people is the burning meadows 

for the “antler hunting” of moose or elk. A couple of years ago ungulate antlers fetched a 

huge price on the black market. Village people started to antler hunt all over the taiga and 

some people used to burn patches expecting that antlers would be easily visible. All maril 

fields were burned around Tungokochen village, resulting in a lack of grazing areas for 

hunted meat animals and most villagers must travel far to hunt today.  

 

Some fires are reportedly caused by dry lightening; however, herders and hunters refuse to 

believe to such explanations. They usually say that forest fires start because of lack of 

knowledge on the part of newcomers about life on the taiga. Kolia Aruneev also added that 

“earlier the land had one master and now it has 99 nations, which means no master at all”. 

Orochen herders believe that forest fires are a product of human actions. I was told that once 

fires started after Russians were incorporated into work in reindeer herding camps. The forest 

fires started after careless attempts to produce smoke for deer. Hunters say that forest fires 

burns soil up to 15 to 50 cm in-depth and therefore plants are not able to regrow in the region. 

Tungokochen elder hunter and herder Olga Zhumaneeva said that if fire starts from lightening 

it is usually extinguished by itself. She said me: “people started to blame buga, but it is not 

buga’s fault, if buga starts fire, buga also covers it”. Local herders and hunters often blame 

newcomers’ inappropriate approach to fire burning, camping and throwing smoking 

cigarettes. Inappropriate behavior on the taiga is also attributed to ngalom (R. greh, E. sin), 

which can be punished with a fire.  
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Orochen herders and hunters say that spirits protects their ancestors’ (O. nanaptyl) territories 

and therefore these places are still not touched by fire. Kolia Aruneev believes that powerful 

sites never burn and people always name powerful sites Dukuvuchi (drawing stones) saying 

that they are still green despite forest fires destroying the surrounding areas. Nadia Taskerova, 

a herder and hunter from Ust Karenga also said that storage platforms (R. labaz, O. gula) 

filled with shamanic items are also left unburned. For this reason, all sites that have a khoziain 

are protected. Orochen believe that the real khoziain of the landscape are the reindeer, who 

share mastery with Orochen. Therefore, fire does not touch those places where reindeer live 

since reindeer are the khoziain of the land.  

 

Conclusion 

In this report, I have attempted to describe the local knowledge of the uses of fire among 

hunters and gatherers in Zabaikal’e, that I had a chance to observe in Tungokochen and Baunt 

districts.  I have used ethnographic evidence present a wide array of the uses of fire in daily 

on the taiga. This evidence demonstrates that fire play a crucial role in the economic practices 

of herding, hunting and raising other domesticated animals.  Hunters and herders knowledge 

and use of fire includes balanced and sustainable tradition of burning patches that is still 

performed in this area.  

 

Fire is an important part of Orochen rites that relate to broader themes of hunting magic, 

mastery and the perception of animals. Ethnoarcheological research into ritual knowledge 

provides us with a broad scope of interpretation of camping characteristics, activity areas as 

well as disposal of wastes. I believe that research into these symbolic interpretations of fire 

can answer at least one question: “why archeologists find so many hearths in one site at 

Zabaikal’e?” My report shows that such economic uses of fire directly intermingled with 
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Orochen cosmologies. Hence, ritual plays an important role in organizing Orochen everyday 

existence and therefore symbolic interpretations can not be seen as separate from practical 

activities. 
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